


Do you need help birthing your offer?
You have something that is fighting to be birthed through you - wether that’s 
creating an Ayurvedic coaching academy or a women’s empowerment 
course or a powerful mission to coach magical peeps into their true destiny. 

But that new baby is STUCK.  

She’s stuck between the realms and no matter how hard you push, you 
can’t get her into the physical. 

Cue months of confusion as you try to figure out how to translate this 
amazing vision into something you can transmit and sell. 

Weeks of frustration as you struggle to nail down this beautiful phantom - 
and feeling like the more you try to tug at her, the further away she floats. 

… and cue not making any money because your offer is so fuzzy and 
unclear even YOU don’t know what your selling, let alone your clients! 
ARGH!!!!

This is SUCH a common issue! So many spiritual people end up in this 
place because their skills are in the visionary realm and you have a tough 
time birthing it into the physical… and you can get stuck in 
this place for years, never making the impact or 
income you dream of… or maybe never even starting. 
Gulp.

Let’s get you unstuck. 
If you are done trying to figure out how the 
fuck you channel and birth that dream into 
an actual thing you can sell, then you need 
a priestess business midwife. 

Someone to get hands on and help your 
Birth your Priestess Offer into the world. 

That’s exactly what I can help you with.  



Here’s the Deal 
Imagine that in 30 days…

You have channeled that vision into a clear on-paper offer that 
you can FINALLY sell and share and you know exactly what your 
healing magic is in this. BOOM. Utter crystal clear clarity in your work, 
at last.

The outline and full game plan of how to facilitate your class, 
course or session package, DONE AND DUSTED - your offer is 
literally ready to go after however many months of frustration and you 
feel so on fire and lit up about how AMAZING your work is. How good 
would that feel?

After months of struggling to figure out who the F this offer is for, 
you now know EXACTLY who it is you are here to help and feel so 
clear and amazing about that - without deleting your multi-passionate 
nature in the process. 

                          
You have created a BEAUTIFUL sales page that CLEARLY 
articulates exactly what your magical offer and your personal 
super powers are, visually shows the vibe of your brand and has a 
clear, amazing call to action that you can proudly share with all your 
prospective clients… 

AND you know what you are doing next to share and market this 
work with the world so you can bring in those clients and you are so 
excited to start!

y  y  y 
 
I promise you, you already have all the goods you need to make this 
happen - you just need someone to help get you out of your head and 
translate your spiritual magic into something regular people will understand 
and be tripping over themselves to get on board with. 
 
And once you get that, all the above will get done - fast. 



Introducing your Business Midwife 
Hi, I’m Demi! 

I am a full time priestess and sacred 
business owner and my secret superpower 
is helping other spiritual folk translate their 
visionary dreams into actual real-world 
classes, courses and sessions that hugely 
help and heal the world. 

I’m your secret business midwife.  

Channeling visionary shit into the 
physical is my jam.

I also know that this is the stuff that 
most spiritual folk struggle with the 
most, and I want you to know that you 
are TOTALLY not alone in this - and 
usually all you need is someone on the 
outside to get you through it, because 
when you are in it, it’s hard to pin down 
what IT is. 

I bring the practical, down to earth, grounded structure to your 
offering, so it can finally be anchored and made manifest and you can feel 
super proud of yourself.

I know spiritual entrepreneurs struggle with this side of sharing themselves, 
and I spent years learning all this business shiz so you do not have to. 

Imagine how CLEAR and relieved you will feel in thirty days 
when that dream that has been niggling you for the last few 
months and years has FINALLY been birthed into the world.

Pretty fucking great, huh? 



What you get: 

 

Your Investment: 
£666 

(that’s about $922) 
or two biweekly payments of £333

I'd been trying to get going with my witchy business 
for a while but lack of time and confidence kept 
getting in the way. I kept feeling overwhelmed and 
uncertain of the right way to go about it. 

Demi took charge! She listened carefully to what I wanted 
to achieve and gave gentle but clear advice on how to 
market myself, which tools to use and how to build a 
client base. She helped me create my website, 
recommending various elements and encouraging me to 
feel confident about my offerings. Demi is unique in that 
she is witchy and spiritual - so totally gets it all - AND 
marketing-savvy. She made the whole process great fun!

Charlotte Haigh

❤  3 x weekly 90 minutes sessions with me {VALUE £4000}

❤  Access to my Sales Pages for Priestesses workshop recording 
(this is going to help you in creating and articulating a sales page that is 
super clear and vibes with your offer) {VALUE £250}

❤  1 x 30 minute checkup a month after our classes end {VALUE £333}



Want it?  
If you know WITHOUT A DOUBT this is what you need to bust through and 
take the next step in your biz, book in here.


Wanna talk it over with me first? Email me at rockstarpriestess@gmail.com and 
we’ll chat about it. Our sessions will most likely take place on a Monday or 
Tuesday, and I am BST time zone (that’s London Time).




I have very limited spaces for this work so if you want it, grab it now! 


click here to pay and 
book in your sessions!

The sales page that Demi helped me with was the first one I 
ever did for an online course. I got 13 people to join my 
course without large following, without an email list and with 
inconsistent messaging!


Demi knows everything about the Goddess world and 
marketing world and effortlessly weaves them together - she 
is an invaluable help in this department, as not many people 
have the same expertise. She successfully merges strategy 
with energy like nobody else in the market.

AYA FAYE

Working with Demi is a total breath of fresh air compared to 
other business coaches: she respects your unique gifts and 
experience, makes the process more joyful, and still holds 
space for challenges. She is so encouraging of priestesses 
showing up to do the work they’re here to do. Demi gave me 
permission to take more risks, make something beautiful 
instead of being so serious & scared, AND show up for myself 
to do the work (which is not a simple feat!). Demi walks the walk 
and has proven it can be done! 

MEGHAN BELCHER
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